Impact to the head

Small falling objects and other impacts to the head are commonplace in construction.

Examples of Workers Affected
- Electricians and plumbers
- Metal and iron workers
- Carpenters and drywallers
- Masons and painters
- Laborers

3M Safety Solutions

3M™ Hard Hat H-701R
- Part # H-701R-UV
  Easy-adjust ratchet suspension for secure fit and lightweight comfort.

3M™ Integrated Protective Eyewear HIE601AF Clear Anti-fog Lens
- Part # HIE601AF
  Integrated, lightweight, retractable eyewear is easy to attach to the headband of 3M™ Hard Hats. Available with amber, gray and clear lenses.

3M™ DBI-SALA® Fall Protection for Tools Utility Pouch
- Part # 1500130
  Helps prevent falling object hazards — keeps tools and radios securely attached.

3M™ DBI-SALA® Fall Protection for Tools Adjustable Radio Holster
- Part # 1500089

3M™ DBI-SALA® Fall Protection for Tools Tape Measure Sleeve, Holster and Retractor
- Part # 1500100

Click on part numbers to learn more.